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Band, Ellen: Allos: Ken Gaburo, Editor; Lingua Press, La Jolla, Ca., 1980; p.37-44; Astrological study of J.T.

Corner, Philip; "Resonant Suchness: The Computer Music of James Tenney"., Notes for WBAI broadcast, Sept.11,1974;N.Y.C., privately circulated.


La Barbara, Joan; "New Music"; High Fidelity; April,1979. Excellent review, description of RFC.

Marshall, Ingram; "New Music at Cal Arts: The First Four Years (1970-74)"; Nu Mus West; Seattle. Interesting account of Tenney's activities at Cal. Arts.


Ornerian, Khaleef; In Case of Beer Call Jim Tenney; Soundings #6. Composition by a Cal. Arts student which contains some profound insights into Tenney's musical personality.

Polansky, Larry; 4 Violin Studies (What to do when the night comes); 1981.

Polansky, Larry; Interviews with Malcolm Goldstein(taped, NYC, Jan.1981); Philip Corner (taped, NYC, Nov. 1980); Alison Knowles and Michael Byron (notes only).
Review of RPC.

The List: 1st through 5th editions; N.Y. Independent Curators Inc.; 1976-80.

Van Riper, Peter; "The Tangled Case of Tenney's Concerts"; Ear Magazine (East); Vol. 5#2.
Another review of RPC, with some interesting considerations of Tenney's music.


Young, Gayle; Interview with Tenney; Only Paper Today 5/5; June, 1978; p.16.
An extremely interesting, all too short interview by this fine Canadian composer.

Phone interview.